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PRODUCT OVERVIEW

• Next generation lantern roof
• Ultra-contemporary low line aesthetics
• Slim, consistent 50mm rafter, hip and ridge sightlines maximise light
• Choice of 10 styles from square ‘pyramid’ designs to grander options
• Thermlock® technology incorporated into frame
• U Value of 1.0w/m2k
• Innovative glass lock system and tamper proof fasteners

FAAL SH1 premium, aluminium roof lantern
From letting in the maximum amount of light, to keeping heat in and would-be intruders out, 
the FAAL SH1 range of aluminium roof lanterns is designed from the ground up to meet your 
every need. Building on years of experience, the FAAL SH1 range incorporates many new 
innovative ideas to create a warmer, slimmer and much more secure roof lantern. Innovations 
such as Thermlock® multi-chamber thermal technology helps keep heating bills low, while deep 
internal bars create an ultra-strong structure for spans up to 3.2m x 6m without tie bars. 
Ultra low line aesthetics give a stylish architectural appearance, enhanced with hardwearing 
powder coated aluminium inside and out. All this makes for one of the UK’s most secure, 
sustainable and stylish roof lanterns

Technical
Thermally broken eaves beam. 
Insulating T-bar. 
A laminate glass upgrade is available. 
Thermlock® technology as standard.

Finish
Grey (RAL 7106M) / Black (RAL 9005M) / White (RAL 9010).

Thermal Properties
Typical U value 1.0  w/m2k.
28mm glazing offers class leading thermal performance.

Aesthetics
The spas and ridge sections are amongst the slimmest on the 
market and coupled with our sculpted bosses they provide a 
look usually associated with timber construction. Fully concealed 
fixings ensure sight lines flow gracefully and uninterrupted 
throughout bringing unrivalled elegance and balance. Attention 
to detail is present throughout, from the engineered structure, 
the bespoke weather seal, the innovative glass locks all the 
way to the stylish end caps. Every component used has been 
developed to work in harmony with the others and enhance the 
overall design.

Efficiency
Eaves beams are fully thermally broken to create an insulated 
barrier between the aluminium sections. Our high quality 
insulating T-bar bridges the gap between the profiles and the 
aluminium finishing caps to create the largest possible thermal 
break.

Strength
Design optimisation ensures that the FAAL SH1 has the largest 
glass spans and fewest rafters currently available from any 
other system on the market. Providing the last word in weather 
protection, FAAL uses the best seals and gaskets available 
throughout, ensuring complete peace of mind in the most extreme 
conditions. Our innovative glass lock system and tamper proof 
fasteners keep everything tightly in place with no visible fasteners 
anywhere to be seen.

SPECIFICATIONS
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FAAL SH1 premium, aluminium roof lantern
Warm technology built-in
Whatever the weather, Thermlock® technology helps keep you 
comfortable and heating bills lower. The FAAL SH1 lantern combines 
the clean lines of aluminium with exceptional thermal performance 
and features the innovative Thermlock® multi-chamber technology 
to keep you and your property well insulated against the worst of 
the UK weather. This coupled with high performance 28mm glazing 
means our lantern roofs offer class leading thermal performance, 
far superior to traditional polyamide systems based around 24mm 
glazing. A unique co-extruded perimeter seal also ensures draughts 
and rain are kept safely outside. 28mm glazing also allows acoustic 
dampening glass to be fitted if required.

A style to suit every property
With a wide range of styles and sizes to suit every project,
FAAL SH1 aluminium roof lanterns are available in a choice of 10 
styles from square ‘pyramid’ designs to grander options suitable 
for larger ‘orangery’ style installations. Maximum sizes range 
from 2.4m up to an impressive 6m long, all set at a 25˚ pitch and all 
weather rated for UK-wide application. The FAAL SH1 is rated for a 
snow load of 1.2 KN/m2, covering the whole of the UK up to 
200m altitude.
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